4.2.0. Memory and Cognitive Impact of Foods
Research is proceeding apace rapidly on the connection between diet, including
individual nutrients, on memory and other aspects of our thinking.
Most of the research to date has examined how foods relate to memory and
cognition. This research has consisted of either animal studies of specific foods
or nutrients, or of epidemiological studies of large groups of people (which can
show an association, but not prove a direct cause). These studies have assessed
explored the relationship between aspects of what we eat and the likelihood or
risk of developing general cognitive problems, mild cognitive impairment
(including of the amnestic type i.e. involving memory problems), any kind of
dementia (i.e. problems in thinking in multiple areas serious enough to cause
problems in daily life or work) or specific diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease.
The mechanisms of action (for how specific foods might help or hurt the brain)
identified to date appear to vary, and in the case of many whole foods, multiple
actions could be working simultaneously (See for example, Emerson Lombardo
NB et al. 2006, Sun AY et al 2008. Tian J et al 2010, Howes and Perry 2011,
Williams RJ, 2011). These Some ways specific foods could enhance brain health
include increasing the availability of the memory neurotransmitter acetylcholine
in the brain (apple juice, sage, Melissa, saffron) (e.g. by directly increasing
production, slowing its metabolic breakdown, similar to the action of the
cholinesterase inhibitors currently on the market), anti-oxidant and/or antiinflammatory action, regulating amount of various forms of Abeta peptides,
slowing or preventing oligomerization or fibrilization of the Abeta molecule
(Wang 2008, Frydman-Marom, A.,2011), protecting omega-3 fatty acids in brain
cell membranes or fatty acids, regulating blood sugar and insulin, and/or
cholesterol, estrogenic effects that can be neuro-protective, promoting creation
of new brain cells or connective parts, or slowing their destruction, improving
neuronal signaling and synapse activity, restoring mitochondrial function (related
to energy) of brain cells, and retarding tau pathology (the “other” problem
protein in AD) (Green 2007) as well as several others.. This list is only partial!
The number of human clinical trials is still small but growing.
The body of evidence suggests a clear connection between foods, overall diet
and our brain health, including memory and other cognitive skills such as
attention and executive function (ability to organize and plan), and is growing
each year.
This website and our brain healthy newsletters will keep you informed of this
growing body of evidence.
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Here are some highlights:
Several studies using various mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease demonstrated
the positive effects of a wide variety of foods substances thought to be chosen
for their believed health benefits such as generally healthy, either from strong
anti-oxidant properties or other features. Each food type may be comprised of
thousands of nutrients. Foods tested that improved cognitive behaviors and/or
lowered Abeta levels in TG mice include: apple juice, blueberries, spinach,
strawberries, green tea, melatonin, DHA, plum juice, Concord grape juice,
resveratrol, grape seed extract and others (Chan A et al, 2006, Rogers EJ et
al.2004, Joseph JA. Et al. 1999, 2009, Lee JW, et al 2009, Mandel SA et al. 2011,
Calon, F et al, 2004 and Green et al, 2007, Shukitt-Hale B et al, 2009, ShukittHale B et al 2006, Lagouge, M., et al, 2006, Wang et al., 2008). Both almonds
and walnuts helped Alzheimer transgenic mice perform better in cognitive tests
and lowered levels of A-beta (Chauhan N et al. 2004, Muthaiyah B, et al, 2011 –
no published citation for almonds- see continued work by Neelima Chauhan,
PhD, of the University of Illinois-Chicago, as reported in 2005 by Society for
Neuroscience. http://www.sfn.org/index.aspx?pagename=news_111405). An
unrelated Indian study in aged rats reported almond paste reversed
scopolamine-induced amnesia, reduced cholinesterase activity in the brain, and
also significantly reduced cholesterol and triglycerides in these aged rats
(Kulkarni KS, et al. 2010).
Epidemiological studies have also identified a long list of brain healthy foods.
More recently, innovative studies have begun to identify GROUPS of foods that
appear to reduce risk of cognitive decline and onset of dementia, MCI or
Alzheimer’s disease, such as foods typical of the Mediterranean diet (Féart, C et
al 2009, Gu Y, et al 2009, Scarmeas N et al., 2006, 2009a, 2009b, or the Dash
DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension) Diet (LINK
http://dashdiet.org/dash_diet_book.asp?google&gclid=CMDj8qOMsq0CFUTc4Aod
vz0FlQ ) (see unpublished study led by Heidi Wengreen, RD, PhD, Assistant
Professor of Nutrition at Utah State University).
Combination supplement studies are also gaining interest. Professor Thomas
Shea, Ph.D., Director of the Cellular Neurobiology and Neurodegeneration
Research Center at U Mass Lowell
(http://www.uml.edu/research_labs/Cellular_Neurobiology/Staff.html ) is
examining, first in mice and now in humans with and without memory
impairments, a combination of certain B vitamins, and amino acids and antioxidants, with some encouraging results. Another study led by Jon Valla in
Arizona uses a combination of fruit and vegetable powers, anti-inflammatory
spices and herbs, and fish oil, yielding some positive results in TG mice. A similar
combination with the addition of vitamin E D is currently undergoing a pilot
Phase I clinical trial with healthy older adults at Boston University. Also, Nutrictia,
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a subsidiary of the French /Dannone Company, is pursuing human clinical trials
in both Europe and the US, of Souvenaid® (http://souvenaid.com/) a
combination of neuron building substrates identified (and patented) by Dr.
Richard Wurtman at MIT, together with anti-oxidant isolated vitamins (Kamphuis
and Scheltens, 2010), featured at a company sponsored symposium at MIT
(http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2010/fighting-alzheimers.html).
The consumer needs to be aware of the differences between medical foods such
as Souvenaid, and nutritional supplements such as “Great Mind, as the rules of
evidence and FDA regulations are different. The Alzheimer’s Forum engaged in
an excellent discussion of this topic in 2009,
http://www.alzforum.org/new/detail.asp?id=2258
A Swedish placebo-controlled clinical trial using fish oil containing both DHA and
EPA reported that fish oil appeared to slow cognitive decline only in a few
persons with early stage Alzheimer’s disease. In persons with mid stage disease
the main positive effect was to reverse weight loss, which can be a serious
problem in some people (Freund-Levi Y. et al, 2006). A larger, more recent
clinical trial of just DHA derived from algae, in persons with AD, reported no
significant effect on cognition; however the trial neglected to include EPA, the
more highly anti-inflammatory long chain Omega 3 which, in nature, usually
occurs in conjunction with DHA and which humans typically consume (and
synthesize) along with DHA. Since other AD research has established that AD has
an inflammatory aspect to its etiology, we believe that EPA may prove to be as
important as DHA in its treatment and prevention. Also, psychiatric and
attention-deficit disorders research has established that EPA rather than DHA
appears to be the active long chain Omega 3 in achieving the desired treatment
effect. See for example Jazayeri S, 2008
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18247193 )
and work by Andew Stoll, MD (http://www.amazon.com/Omega-3-ConnectionGroundbreaking-Anti-depression-Program/dp/0684871386) and Ned Hollowell, MD.
(http://www.amazon.com/Delivered-Distraction-Getting-AttentionDisorder/dp/034544230X).
Cinnamon helps lower cholesterol and blood sugar, is a potent anti-oxidant (see
ORAC chart…link) and is anti-inflammatory, and thus through these 4 pathways
is thought to be positive for brain health. A January 2011 publication of an
animal study (transgenic mice and flies) by a group of Israeli scientists suggests
that cinnamon may also have a positive direct brain effect - cinnamon helps
retard the development of Alzheimer’s pathology by preventing the
oligomerization (“clumping”) of single Abeta molecules, leading to toxic forms
that kill brain cells (Frydman-Marom A). To learn more, see our newsletter on
the topic (Link to Cinnamon newsletter CHANGE THIS TO NEW WEBSITE
POSITION http://healthcareinsights.net/home/newsletter-2011/august-2011-
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newsletter/). Grape seed extract also prevents or slows oligomerization and
fibrilization.
A proof of concept RCT in 12 older adults with MCI found significant
improvements in one test of memory (verbal learning) in the 6 randomized to
drinking Concord Grape Juice for 12 weeks (Krikorian R et al 2010).
Three small pilot randomized controlled studies of three different spices/herbs in
Alzheimer’s patients, all led by the same medical researcher in Iran, all published
in reputable peer-reviewed journals, suggested positive effects in slowing
cognitive decline compared to placebo (sage and lemon balm, also known as
melissa) or slowing at same rate as a current prescription drug, without the usual
gastro-intestinal side effects (saffron). (See Akhondzadeh, S. et al. 2003a,
2003b, 2010)
Diets high in sugar and/or saturated fats appear to be harmful for the brain. A
preclinical study in AD transgenic mice demonstrated that simply spiking water
with 10% sugar (while offering same healthy mouse chow to two groups of
identical, randomized mice) resulted in speedier cognitive decline of the mice
drinking the sugared water, higher levels of Abeta in the brain, and abnormal
cholesterol levels. Cao D et al. 2007, Suzanne Craft group’s proof of concept
randomized clinical trial in 50 older adults for just 1 month demonstrated that a
high glycemic index, high saturated/high fat diet, compared to a low glycemic,
low saturated fat/low fat diet, resulted in significantly worse cognitive
performance (using a visual memory test), and undesirable changes in levels of
Abeta in cerebral spinal fluid. (Bayer-Carter JL et al. 2011).
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